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The views expressed in this magazine are those of the individual contributors, and do not necessarily represent the views 
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Secretary’s Letter 

Dear Friends, 

What a terrific summer it has been however it seems now that autumn is 
upon us. I have spent the last few night camping with our son Paul and 
grandson Logan. It was certainly cold at night. 

The seasons seem to come and go quite quickly these days and things 
continue to change. During the vacancy and having changed how we 
do some of the finance functions of the church it became apparent 
that we needed to change the role of Centre Manager.  

The role will now include increased Management responsibility 
increased finance functions and will required to be based at Park 
Church. Due to the changes in this role Julie Cameron, our Centre 
Manager for nearly 10 years felt unable to continue.  

After advertising the vacancy and interviewing several applicants we 
are pleased to announce that Becky Jemmott has accepted the 
position. Becky will be starting on 5th September. We do wish to thank 
Julie for all her work over the last 10 years. Julie has developed the 
letting of the building exceptionally well. We are now so busy and the 
building is so well used. 

God bless 

Roger 
Ministerial Vacancy. 

On July the 11th representatives from all of the “M4 Corridor churches”  
met together. This Included Hungerford , Thatcham, Tilehurst, Grange , 
St Andrew’s and Park. The Ministerial situation was explained and we 
broke up into groups to discuss through various scenarios.  

At Church Meeting I tried to explain  the challenges and possible 
option. I will reproduce here the slides from the presentation I gave 
then. 
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The first slide shows one part of the problem. The Church a wide spread. 
Although both Park and Hungerford are both without minters at the 
moment the distance between them doesn’t help. 

 

 

This slide shows the number of members at each church declared at 
the beginning of 2018. 
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This shows the current scoping. The % of a minister based on size and 
requirements of the church. 

 

 

A possible solution would be to split into three Pastorates. 

 Hungerford URC and Thatcham URC  (66 members 0.5 minister) 
 Tilehurst URC and St Andrew’s URC  (122 members 1 minister) 
 Park URC and Grange URC  139 members , 1 minister) 

This is, as I said only a possible solution. Any solution will require the 
agreement of all Churches and all ministers but this is a good place to 
start the discussion. 

Roger 
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Family News  

We have rejoiced in the news that Lorraine Bhebhe has been awarded 
a Master of Research degree in Translational Medicine from 
Manchester University. We understand that Lorraine is going on to study 
for a PhD and we wish her well with this.  Further afield we have heard 
that Andrew Weston has received an MSc in human resources. 

We gave thanks that Phebe Mann has been selected to receive the 
2018 Telegraph/WES Top 50 Women in Engineering Award. Phebe also 
completed her Lay preacher Course for accreditation culminating in 
her assessed service which took place at St. Andrew’s URC on 29th July. 

We also congratulated Stacey Oguna who celebrated her 18th 
birthday, sending her our best wishes and thanks for all the work she 
does as the Church Administrator. We have now heard that Stacey has 
achieved the grades she needed in her A-levels so that she can take 
up her place at Cardiff University to study English Language. 

We remembered in our prayers the family and friends of John 
Goodchild who sadly died on Thursday 5th July. A service of 
thanksgiving for the life of John was held at Park on Tuesday July 24th, 
following a service at the Reading crematorium. 
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Recently Mick Stocks worshipped with us. Mick and his wife, Pat (nee 
Curtis), were married at Park and used to be very much part of the Park 
Family, with Mick also being part of the scout leadership. Sadly, Pat 
passed away, peacefully at the Duchess of Kent home on the 20th 
August. There will be a service of celebration of pat’s life at Park on the 
12th September at 12.30pm, preceded by a service at Reading 
Crematorium at 14.45am. 

We have prayed for Lillian and George Oguna and the family who 
were due to be moving to Purley-on-Thames during August. We wish 
them well as they settle into their new surroundings. 

We have also heard that Steph and Matt Barkley and Theo are moving 
to Oswestry in Shropshire. We thank Steph for all she has contributed to 
the life of Park and send our love and prayers to all the family as they 
start this new and exciting chapter in their lives. 

Mike Dimmick, the son of Robert Dimmick, who has led our worship on a 
number of occasions, was getting married to his fiancée, Jenny on 12th 
August.  We send our congratulations and good wishes to them for their 
future together. 

We have remembered al those who are ill and those recovering from or 
receiving treatment, including Hilary Campbell, Linda Adkins, Thelma 
Butler and Paul Street. 

Bob Dewing 
 

John Goodchild 

I would like to thank all for the phone calls, cards, letters and flowers 
after the sudden death of my husband John Goodchild on 5th July.  

Also I would like to say thank you to all that came to send him off, as 
well as to all the ladies that done the wake which was done very well.  

Many thanks.  

From Olive, Anna and family 
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Park Talent Scheme 

Many thanks to those who have supported the Talent Scheme that we 
have been running at Park Church since January, either by raising 
money or spending money! It has been a lot of fun seeing people’s 
makes and bakes, and hearing their fabulous ideas and ventures.  

Please may I remind you that the official end of the Talent Scheme is at 
the Harvest Festival on Sunday 23rd September 10.30am, so please 
bring all your money along then and we will have a presentation time in 
the service. Hopefully this gives you time to do one final push, or to 
chase up any money outstanding! 

Many thanks once again, and let us thank God for this opportunity to 
return to Him a little of what he has given to us! 

Carrie 

Evolution – Creation what is a Catholic to think?  

To celebrate the Day of Creation, Our Lady of Peace & Bl Dominic 
Barber is hosting  a talk on creation  entitled ‘Evolution – Creation what 
is a Catholic to think” on Saturday 8th September between 6pm – 
8:30pm. Presenters will be  Hugh Owen for the USA and Greg Clovis for 
UK. 

The talk (and discussion) consists of two parts. The first provides an 
enlightening insight into the emphatic teachings of the Church Fathers, 
Doctors, Popes, saints and Councils over the past 2000 years on the 
subject of Creation. While the second presentation looks at what 
cutting-edge science is now revealing about life on earth.  Did Adam 
and Eve really exist,  Is genetic mutation and natural selection a 
credible mechanism for creation and evolving life.  

Finally, the talks will consider the serious dangers to our Faith and life 
choices when we adopt a belief system based on human evolution 
from primitive forms.   

The presentations are designed for lay people you do not need 
scientific or Church history knowledge for this talk.  
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With Every Heartbeat 

What a glorious summer we are having!  With endless days of sunshine 
and long evenings spent in the garden with family and friends.  Not to 
mention a pretty impressive attempt at ‘the beautiful game’ – well 
done England! 

Being a ‘July Baby’ I am more often than not treated to lovely weather 
on my birthday and this year really was something else!  I spent my 
birthday weekend at Chessington World of Adventures – we stayed in 
the ‘Safari Hotel’ and it really did feel like we were in Africa. I can’t 
remember the last time I received so many cards, flowers and presents.   

Yet the best present I received came in the form of a school report 
which I received on my big day..  No, must certainly not a ‘throwback’ 
courtesy of my mum (she will confirm my reports were on par with an 
England match – a game of two halves!).  It was obviously Issy’s!  To 
quote the opening line ‘Isabella is a happy and confident pupil and a 
fantastic role model’ just made my heart beam with pride.   

I have always believed my daughter is something rather special and 
like most parents I am completely captivated with her achievements, 
milestones and personality traits (although the latter can frustrate me at 
times!).   

You see this particular school report was received just a handful of 
weeks after I had the heart-breaking task of explaining to Issy that 
mummy and daddy are no longer together.  I did my best to reassure 
her that she is and will continue to be loved so dearly by both of us and 
her life will not change. So whist reading the report I felt incredibly 
proud with how extraordinarily well Issy has taken this change of 
circumstances in her stride and it hasn’t affected her behaviour or 
attitude at school. 

There is a song I have always loved since the moment I first heard it 
many years ago and is one haven’t heard on the radio for a very long 
time.  You see each of the three Sundays  I have taken Issy to see her 
daddy and then driven to church ‘solo’ this song has played on the 
radio...   

At EXACTLY the time my eyes begin to swell with tears and my head has 
started saying; ‘Why did it have to be this way; why couldn’t we make 
this work?’ The words have a more poignant meaning than they did 
when I simply enjoyed the song for what it was – a fantastic mix of 
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modern ‘synth pop’ and offered me great comfort to hear at that 
precise moment in time.  A coincidence I believe not! 

This song explains perfectly how I am feeling, the importance to accept 
where we are now, be strong and look forward, not back.  If you feel 
inquisitive or simply feel like humouring me, perhaps you will pop it in to 
YouTube and have a listen.  The song is called; With Every Heartbeat, by 
a fantastic Swedish singer called Robyn (in fact I nearly named Issy after 
her!).  If you don’t like pop, try and persevere to circa 2 minutes 20 
seconds – you will not be disappointed! 

As for me... I’m getting there.  I feel sad, very sad.  The way I feel 
doesn’t change daily, it changes by the minute.  I struggle with guilt, 
disappointment, sadness, a sense of failure and sleepless nights.  Yet I 
feel truly blessed my husband and I are committed to both Issy’s 
welfare and retaining a good friendship.   

Whilst I have good reason to feel sad it is more important I remain 
positive and strong.  I am taking strength from my remarkable daughter, 
my family and friends, my special colleagues at work and of course my 
church family.   

I do all of this with God’s blessing and wisdom and for these points 
alone I really am truly blessed.  Thank you for taking the time to read this 
article.  And thank you for the hugs, cuppas and kind words of support – 
you know who you are!!! 

Thanks be to God for each and every one of you and all that you have 
given us.  And thanks be to God for knowing the best place for my 
daughter and I would be for me to come back home to Park. 

God bless you all. 

With all my love, Becky  
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An Open letter to the Home Secretary: 

Twenty Church leaders have called for an end to the hostile 
environment in an open letter to the Sajid Javid MP, the Home 
Secretary. 

The Revd Nigel Uden 
and Mr Derek Estill, 
United Reformed 
Church General 
Assembly Moderators, 
joined representatives 
from the Anglican, 
Catholic, Church of 
Scotland and 
Methodist Churches, 
who argue that the destitution deliberately inflicted by the government 
is ‘inhumane’ and leads to racial discrimination.  

The hostile environment is a web of government policies designed to 
make life so difficult for people, who cannot prove they have the right 
to live in the UK, that they choose to leave. 

In the letter sent last week, the leaders urged Mr Javid ‘to seize this 
opportunity and to adopt an approach to immigration that treats every 
individual, whatever their status, with humanity, dignity, respect and 
fairness.’ 

In Glasgow up to 300 asylum seekers, who have had their right to 
remain turned down, are under threat of being evicted from their 
homes. Once evicted they will lose their right to housing and will be 
faced with homelessness and destitution. Housing charity Shelter 
Scotland has filed papers at Glasgow Sheriff Court to prevent two 
tenants being issued with so-called lock-change orders. 

The issue will also be raised in the Court of Session in Edinburgh after a 
case was lodged by Govan Law Centre, which is also trying to prevent 
the evictions by Serco – a contractor that provides public services. 

Mr Estill and Mr Uden said: ‘It is deeply concerning that 300 asylum 
seekers will soon be evicted from their homes in Glasgow. Sadly, this is 
happening to hundreds of asylum seekers up and down the country.  

Many of those have already fled displacement, uncertainty, 
unimaginable terror, violence and war. They have sought safety and 
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tried to rebuild their lives in the UK and it is unacceptable that this 
unnecessary hardship is being forced upon them.’ 

Dear Home Secretary 

We are writing as a group of Churches and Church Leaders to express 
our deep concern about the impact of the government’s ‘hostile 
environment’ policies, and to support calls for them to be dismantled. 
We welcome the recent report from the Baptist Union, the Church of 
Scotland, the Methodist Church and the United Reformed Church: 
Destitution, Discrimination and Distrust: the web of the hostile 
environment and support its conclusions. 

The injustices of the hostile environment alarm us. It deliberately 
prevents people who cannot provide the right documentation – for 
whatever reason – from getting work, renting a home or accessing the 
kinds of services we all need to live. As the report shows, this is leading 
to poverty, homelessness and avoidable suffering. We believe it is 
inhumane to use destitution, or the threat of destitution, as a policy tool 
to encourage people to leave the country. 

We are also concerned by the mounting evidence that hostile 
environment measures are causing racist discrimination. People who do 
not look or sound ‘British’ are now facing increased difficulty in finding 
homes and employment, because landlords and employers are being 
asked to play the role of border guards. 

This is not about who we do or do not allow into the UK, but about how 
we relate to one another inside our borders. Due process, justice and 
the proper implementation of immigration policies should not require us 
to live in suspicion of our neighbours. 

As Christians we assert the importance of offering welcome to the 
stranger and caring for the vulnerable, whoever they are. Many of our 
churches support those who have suffered hardship because of the 
hostile environment. Our churches include some of the very people 
who are at risk of destitution and discrimination. We hear many stories of 
how the system has failed people and the harmful human impact of 
these policies. 

We believe that the hostile environment should be brought to an end, 
not simply given a new name. As a first step towards that, we are 
calling for a full and independent review of immigration policy and 
practice to examine the damaging effect that the policies of the hostile 
environment are having on the whole of society. 
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The revelations earlier this year about the appalling treatment of some 
members of the Windrush Generation have thrown the spotlight on the 
failings of the hostile environment. They also offer an opportunity for a 
fresh start. We urge you to seize this opportunity and to adopt an 
approach to immigration that treats every individual, whatever their 
status, with humanity, dignity, respect and fairness. 

Reform 

Lakeside Songs of Praise Dates for 2018 

Everyone is welcome to join us at Lakeside Care Home for these Songs 
of Praise Services from 2.30 – 3.30 pm.   

 Wednesday 12th September 
 Wednesday 17th October 
 Wednesday 14th November 
 Wednesday 12th December  

Please sign in at the Care Home reception desk on arrival. 

Julia Marsh 
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Update on Visiting Preachers during Vacancy 

Thank you so much to all who have helped or are helping me to fill the 
slots in the visiting preachers’ list.   

We are now almost full until the end of this year with only a couple of 
slots left to confirm. It has been a little challenging at times but I feel 
blessed and grateful that things are working out well. However, I have 
already started to fill 2019!   

If you would like to lead a service or be involved in any way, or know of 
anyone else who might be interested to help, then please speak to 
Roger or me. 

Please see below the updated list for the next two months.  I think you 
will agree that we continue to have a wonderful variety of people. 

September 

 2nd Rev Francis Jakeman 
 9th Rev Philip Hobday 
 16th Graham King 
 23rd Rev John Lee 
 30th Dave Jones 
 7th Geoff Cornell (Roger leading Communion) 

October 

 14th: Colin Ferguson 
 21st Frances & Tim Lancaster (Roger leading Communion) 
 28th Michael Penny 

Thank you. 

Julia Marsh 
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Rest in Peace - Aretha Louise Franklin 

25th March 1942- 16th August 2018 

I was incredibly saddened to hear about the passing of Aretha Frankin, 
who (in my opinion) was the 
greatest female soul singer to ever 
grace our planet.  Whilst many of 
my peers spent the’90’s falling in 
love with Take That, East 17 and The 
Backstreet Boys, my best friend Sara 
and I began our lifelong love of 
soul, R&B and reggae (ok it was 
spurred on from New Kids on The 
Block splitting up in 1992 – shhh!).   

We began listening to Bob Marley, 
Ben E King, Desmond Dekker... and 
then we heard her... THAT voice!   

Aretha quickly became the 
soundtrack to my teens, twenties 
and thirties and will continue to the 
soundtrack of my future.  Issy is already learning her words, which being 
a female of mixed race origin I cannot wait to tell her when she’s older 
all the important things this truly amazing woman did. 

Yet it wasn’t just that glorious voice that had an impact on our world.  
Aretha Franklin played a significant part in the Civil Rights movement of 
the 1960’s, an advocate for black rights and female empowerment.   

The song ‘Respect’ was sung at rallies and was an anthem that 
screamed out ‘accept me, accept my belief in God and accept my 
fellow black brothers and sisters.’  So much so the mayor of Detroit 
declared Friday 15th February 1968 ‘Aretha Franklin Day.’   

To you my sister..  Thank you for the part you played in equality and 
acceptance, for the strength you gave to the black community whilst 
they fought for basic civil rights and inclusion in society, and to not to 
judge a person by the colour of their skin.   

To our eternal Soul Queen; we will all say a little prayer for you. 

With Thanks, Becky Jemmott 
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Calling all musicians of URC Youth 

If you are aged 14-25 and enjoy making music with others, then this is 
the event for you.  

Running alongside our Youth Exec meeting in Staffordshire in 
November, this event will give you opportunity to share your skills and 
enthusiasm to explore the use of music in and as worship.  

Contact the CYW office for more details and to register your interest.   
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Happy 5th Birthday School Pastors! 

Burghfield and Area School Pastors celebrated their 5th anniversary at 
Mortimer West End Chapel on Thursday 5th 
July with 70 guests including local church 
leaders, police officers, local dignitaries, 
and parents, students and staff of The Willink 
School.  Mr James Puxley, Her Majesty's Lord 
Lieutenant of The Royal County of Berkshire, 
cut the cake alongside Cllr Carol Jackson-
Doerge, Chairman of West Berkshire, and 
Libby Hawkness-Smith, the Burghfield and 
Area School Pastors Coordinator and member of Ignite.   

It was a real community event with bunting made by the Willink 
Christian Union, plus home-made cakes and light refreshments 
prepared by friends and supporters, all of which were much 
appreciated.   

Spoken presentations were given by a Willink parent, former and 
current members of the school's staff, School Pastor volunteers, and the 
National Police Chaplain.  They all paid tribute to the benefits of School 
Pastors from different perspectives.  The Revd Glynn Lautenbach, Chair 
of Churches Together in Burghfield, Sulhamstead and Mortimer, carried 
out the commissioning of three School Pastors and presented 
certificates to all the current volunteer School Pastors.  Members of 
Burghfield Camera Club took photos of the event and live music was 
provided by members of Mortimer West End Chapel and St Mark, 
Reading. 

The Revd Stephen Pullin, Assistant Archdeacon of Berkshire, closed the 
evening with a blessing and words of encouragement from the 
Reading Minster. 

The Trustees of Together in Mission said "We are delighted to celebrate 
this happy occasion with so many of our friends and well-wishers.  We 
are grateful to all our faithful supporters". 
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Church Contacts 

Minister: 

currently in vacancy 

Church Secretary: 

Roger Clark   e-mail: churchsecretary@parkurc.org.uk 

Treasurer: 

Yvette Gayford   

Assistant Church Secretary: 

Simon & Jenny King  

F & GP Committee Chairman: 

Tim Lancaster   

Gift Aid Secretary: 

Tony Durrant    

Magazine Editor: 

Rod King    e-mail: editor@parkurc.org.uk 

Church Website: www.parkurc.org.uk 

Our church website is updated regularly and has details of the many 
activities of the Church. You will also find some of the charities that we 
support. 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/ParkURC?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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Regular Activities at Park 

Sunday 10.30 am Worship 
  Young people’s groups & Crèche facilities 
  Holy Communion (1st Sunday) 
 1.00pm International Believers Church 
 3.00 pm  Messy Church (1st Sunday of the Month) 
 3.45 pm Newlife Celebration Tamil Church 
 6.30 pm  Ignite Coffee & Cakes (in term-time) 
 7:00 pm Ignite Worship(in term-time) 

Monday Various Read Dance & Theatre College 
 9.30 am Park Mother & Toddlers Group 
 10.00 am Happy Feet Footcare (every 6 weeks) 
 5.15 pm Beaver Scouts 
 6.45 pm Cub Scouts  
 7.30 pm Housegroup 

Tuesday Various Read Dance & Theatre College 
 10.30 am Fitness Pilates 
 1.00 pm Cranberry College (Sept-Mar term time) 
 2.15 pm  Friendship Club  
 2:00 pm  Reading U3A Yoga (every 2 weeks) 
 7:30 pm Earley Folk Dancing 
 7.30 pm Badminton Club (Sept – March) 
 7.30 pm Housegroup 
 8.15 pm Aldbrickham Clog & Dance Group 

Wednesday Various Read Dance & Theatre College 
 10.00 am Morning Prayers 
 9:30 am Embroiderers’ Guild (monthly) 
 10.00 am Park 60+ Exercise (12 noon seated session) 
 12.00 pm Reading Lunchtime Choir 
 2.00 pm Reading Macular Society (bi-monthly) 
 7.00 pm Scouts 

Thursday Various Read Dance & Theatre College 
 10.30 am  Reading MenCap 
 2.00 pm  U3A Madrigal Society (every 2 weeks) 
 2:00 pm Reading Abbey Trefoil Group (4th Thurs of month) 
 5:30 pm  Brownies 
 5.30 pm Rainbows 
  7.15 pm  Guides 
 7.30 pm Housegroup 

Friday Various Read Dance & Theatre College 

Saturday 9.00 am The Allenova Ballet School 
 9.30am Reading Seventh Day Adventist  Group 
 10.00 Parenthesis Choir 
 4.00pm Reading Community Gospel Choir 
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.  Park Talent Scheme 2018 Noticeboard 

….Last few! 

the 2CQ CD  
yours for only £5! 

see Rod or Tony 

Buy one of 
Elizabeth’s 
beautiful 
gift boxes 

Look out for 
Anya’s Park 
Pudding Recipe 
Book – yummy! 

sponsor Sally & Carrie to 
read your favourite Bible 
verse as they walk the 
Mary Jones Way 

Why not treat 
yourself to one of 
Ruth & Alistair’s 

local outings? 

Look out for 
Joan’s craft stall 
items available 
most Sundays 

Sue’s personalised 
bunting too! 

don’t forget 
Helen’s 
Lemon-topped 
drizzle cakes 
- yummy! 

and there’s 
Alan’s gift 
cards to buy 

start your day 
with Sylvia’s 
marmalade 

Pam is planning 
to offer Novelty 
Cakes, made to 
order 

Gaye can 
bake cakes to 
order ..all 
homemade 


